Introduction {#sec1}
============

Connections between the anterior cingulate and amygdala are of critical interest in the study of fear learning, fear extinction, and disorders of emotional regulation ([@ref42]; [@ref61]; [@ref26]; [@ref40]). A circuit model, originating from rodent studies, posits that infralimbic cortex (IL) activity during extinction decreases fear expression and facilitates the consolidation of extinction memories, while activity in the prelimbic cortex (PL) contributes to both fear acquisition and retrieval ([@ref76]; [@ref14]; [@ref13]; [@ref73]). In larger species, the proposed analogues of the IL and PL are located in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and functional neuroimaging studies in human fear conditioning indicate a similar dichotomy. The activity in the human subgenual ACC (sgACC), corresponding to the IL, is correlated with extinction memory strength ([@ref58]; [@ref67]; [@ref23]), and the activity in more dorsal anterior cingulate sectors is generally correlated with fear expression ([@ref50]; [@ref23]). More recently, [@ref70]) optogentically manipulated specific amygdala--PFC circuits during extinction training in mice and found that inhibition of amygdala--IL projections reduced the efficacy of the extinction memory while inhibition of amygdala--PL projections increased the efficacy. These studies provide strong evidence that amygdala--IL connections are critical to extinction memory formation while amygdala--PL connections mediate fear potentiation. However, fear extinction and anatomical studies in rodents have not directly compared IL and PL projections of the amygdala within the same animal ([@ref43]; [@ref70]; [@ref34]; [@ref41]). Moreover, the specific connectivity between the amygdala and these anterior cingulate subdivisions is incompletely explored in the macaque, where cortical anatomy closely resembles that in humans. Understanding the topography of these connections is a critical step in translating fear circuitry from rodents to humans.

The IL roughly corresponds to the primate areas 25 and 14c and the PL to the areas 32 and 24. Across species, these subregions share a general set of local and long-range connections ([@ref37]; [@ref72]; [@ref54]; [@ref28]). Cross-species studies of cytoarchitecture ([@ref78]) and subcortical connectivity ([@ref54]; [@ref28]) endorse homology between the IL and the sgACC (specifically, area 25). These findings are corroborated by functional neuroimaging studies of human fear extinction that implicate sgACC activity in the process of extinction memory formation ([@ref58]; [@ref67]; [@ref23]), which matches the role of the IL in functional studies in rodents ([@ref76]; [@ref14]; [@ref73]; [@ref70]). The correlate of the murine PL is less well established. Cytoarchitecture and connectional analysis across species posit that area 32 is the true homolog of the PL ([@ref77]); however, the evolutionary expansions and increased laminar differentiation of area 32 between rodents and primates impede the ability to specifically attribute analogous function to homologous regions ([@ref21]; [@ref53]; [@ref81]). For example, in primates, area 24a is interposed between areas 25 and 32, while area 24b is caudally adjacent to area 32 only. In rodents the situation is somewhat more straightforward with area 24a caudally contiguous with areas 25 and 24b caudally contiguous with area 32, according to recent atlases (e.g. [@ref78]) (see Discussion in Supplementary Material). Owing to the lack of resolution inherent in neuroimaging studies, the region encompassing areas 24/32 is called the perigenual ACC (pgACC) in human studies. Elucidating specific pathways and differential connectivity between the amygdala, "sgACC", and "pgACC" in the macaque may further our understanding of possible homologies between rodents and primates.

The amygdala and ACC are extensively connected in rodents and in the macaque ([@ref60]; [@ref46]; [@ref48]). In rats and mice, amygdala--ACC projections largely originate from the lateral and basolateral nuclei (BLA) ([@ref37]; [@ref47]; [@ref29]; [@ref70]). In rats, a subset of amygdala--ACC projections collaterally project to the lateral prefrontal cortex ([@ref66]). In the macaque, projections from the amygdala terminate within the ACC with a very high density, in addition to other cortical regions ([@ref4]; [@ref7]; [@ref15]; [@ref2]). Projections to the primate ACC originate from the basal nucleus (the "basolateral" nucleus in rodents) and accessory basal nucleus (AB) of the amygdala, with notably minimal direct input from the lateral nucleus ([@ref4]; [@ref60]; [@ref7]; [@ref15]; [@ref2]) (see [Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Supplementary Discussion for amygdala neuroanatomy). The posterior division of the rodent basomedial nucleus (BMAp), which is the murine counterpart to the AB ([@ref38]; [@ref57]), is often absent from circuit investigations of the rodent amygdala ([@ref26]). The specifics of BMAp and AB connectivity with the ACC are highly relevant to translating fear circuitry because the AB constitutes an evolutionarily expanded nucleus of the primate amygdala in both macaques and humans ([@ref74]; [@ref5]) and may transmit information relevant to extinction ([@ref1]).

Given the overall expansion of the amygdala and ACC in humans ([@ref81]; [@ref56]), we thought it pertinent to establish the connections between specific amygdala nuclei and specific subregions of the ACC in the macaque to increase our understanding of how rodent fear circuitry maps onto higher species. While previous monkey studies have examined general amygdala--ACC connectivity ([@ref59]; [@ref4]; [@ref7]; [@ref25]; [@ref2]), we sought to compare the topography of putative "extinction"-associated paths (areas 25/14c) and "fear amplification" paths (areas 24/32) in the same animal using relatively small injections. To investigate this, we varied the locations of paired injections of retrograde tracers into area 25 and/or 14c (sgACC) and area 32 or 24b (pgACC) in a single hemisphere in the macaque and produced a map to directly compare amygdala projections to both regions in the same animal. Because some murine fear-learning models suggest relatively segregated microcircuits from the amygdala to the IL and PL ([@ref76]; [@ref73]; [@ref70]; [@ref26]; [@ref12]) despite evidence for collateral projections from limbic to prefrontal regions in rats ([@ref66]; [@ref47]), we also assessed the extent of collateral projections to the sgACC and pgACC in the macaque.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Design {#sec3}
------

The overall purpose of our study was to determine specific amygdala inputs to putative "homologues" of the IL and PL in monkeys (i.e. areas 25/14c and areas 24b/32, respectively). We designated injections that involved Brodmann areas 25 and/or 14c as sgACC and injections into areas 32 or 24b as perigenual anterior cingulate (pgACC). Area 14c was included in our definition of the sgACC due to its proximity with and cytoarchitectural and connectional similarity to area 25 ([@ref15]). Detailed methods are provided in the Supplementary Methods. Briefly, we placed a small injection of a different bi-directional and/or retrograde tracer into the sgACC and pgACC of the same hemisphere in the macaque (*Macaque fascicularis*). Following sectioning and processing of the brain for tracers using immunocytochemistry, we mapped the distribution of retrogradely labeled cells in specific amygdala subregions. When retrogradely labeled cells from an injection pair were localized within the same amygdala region, we conducted additional experiments to determine the proportion of double-labeled cells in the region, analyzing this in terms of specific paths, to understand the extent to which inputs to the sgACC or pgACC were segregated or shared.

Statistical Analysis {#sec4}
--------------------

For the analysis of rostrocaudal and areal trends in amygdala--cortical projections, a total cell count for each injection site was summed across the rostrocaudal extent of the regions of interest (ROIs) determined from mapped sections. Injection sites were given an anterior--posterior value derived from mapping injections onto a common brain matched for species, age, and weight. Areal sums, analysis of variance (ANOVA) for cell count by tracer type, and linear regressions between injection site anterior--posterior value and cell counts were performed and scripted from raw data using R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing; [http://www.R-project.org/](http://www.r-project.org/))).

For double-labeling studies, statistical analysis was performed using Prism VI statistical analysis software (GraphPad Software, Inc.). Within each z-projection image (see Supplementary Methods), the number of single-tracer filled cells (both channels collected separately) and dual-labeled cells was recorded for each ROI within each case. Cell counts were then normalized to reflect a ratio of projections to each injection site (area 25/14c, area 24/32, or dual) from the basal nucleus ROI and ABmc ROI in each animal. A 2 × 3 two-way ANOVA was performed on the means of these ratios to determine the dependence of projection ratio on ROI and injection site. Post hoc testing was conducted using Tukey's multiple comparison test (Tukey's HSD). A student's *t*-test (unpaired) was used when comparing 2 sample means. *P* \< 0.5 was deemed statistically significant. Error bars are presented as standard error of the mean.

Results {#sec5}
=======

Injection Sites and Cell Counts {#sec6}
-------------------------------

A total of 17 bi-directional tracer injections were targeted to the sgACC and pgACC ([Fig. 1*A*--*D*](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). In the sgACC, 3 injections were exclusively within area 25, 3 were in areas 25 and 14c, and 3 were exclusively within area 14c. In the pgACC, 4 injections were exclusively within area 24b, and 4 injections were within area 32, 2 of which also encroached on area 10 ([Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}). In aggregate, 9 pairs of injections were made such that 1 was in the sgACC (areas 25 and/or 14c) and the other in the pgACC (area 24b or 32) in the same hemisphere of an animal. In general, areas 14c/25, 24, and 32 express progressively increasing laminar differentiation moving from the sgACC to pgACC ([@ref21]; [@ref53]) and were identified by their established cytoarchitectonic features (e.g. [Fig. 1*E*](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Brodmann area locations of paired injections across the sgACC and pgACC. (*A*) Sagittal schematic of Brodmann areas 25, 32, 24, 10, and 14c in the nonhuman primate brain. (*B*) Magnified (from *A*), a color-coded map of injection site locations. (*C*) Summary of injection pairs. A total of 9 pairs of retrograde tracer injections were made across the sgACC and pgACC of 6 male macaques (*Macaca fascicularis*). An injection in area 25 or 14c was paired with an injection in area 24b or 32 in the same hemisphere of the same individual animal. (*D*) Brightfield images of anti-tracer immunohistochemistry (IHC) (see Supplementary Methods), used for localization of injection sites. (*E*) Photomicrographs denoting the cytoarchitectonic differences in cortical layer thickness characteristic of each Brodmann area. Areas 32 and 24 are dysgranular with area 32 having a much larger Layer V. In contrast, area 25 is agranular (without a Layer IV). Area 14c shares a high degree of cytoarchitectural and connectional similarity with area 25 ([@ref15]).](bhz106f1){#f1}

###### 

Injection cell counts and cortical locations

  Injection   Cells in ABmc and Bi   Areas 32 and 10   Area 32   Area 24b   Area 25   Areas 25 and 14   Area 14
  ----------- ---------------------- ----------------- --------- ---------- --------- ----------------- ---------
  48FR        0                      \+                                                                 
  48WGA       0                      \+                                                                 
  49FR        16                                       \+                                               
  43LY        41                                       \+                                               
  46FR        16                                                 \+                                     
  50FS        35                                                 \+                                     
  39FR        10                                                 \+                                     
  46LY        18                                                 \+                                     
  43FR        142                                                           \+                          
  50FR        50                                                            \+                          
  49FS        143                                                           \+                          
  43FS        84                                                                      \+                
  48LY        48                                                                      \+                
  46FS        230                                                                     \+                
  48FS        42                                                                                        \+
  46WGA       41                                                                                        \+
  39FS        47                                                                                        \+

A total of 17 injections in various subregions of the ACC. A "+" demarks the areal location of the injection. Injections with a "+" in areas 32 and 10 or areas 25 and 14 had injections partially in both areas. Cell counts represent the total number of cells counted through the rostrocaudal extent of the ABmc and basal nucleus. Cell counts did not correlate with the type of tracer injected (*F* = 1.498, *P* = 0.262). ABmc = magnocellular division of the accessory basal nucleus, Bi = intermediate division of the basal nucleus of the amygdala.

Projections from Amygdala to sgACC and pgACC Originate in the Intermediate Basal Nucleus and Magnocellular Accessory Basal Nucleus {#sec7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In contrast to previous studies employing large injections encompassing multiple regions of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, our confined injections allowed examination of a specific distribution of labeled cells within each nucleus of the amygdala. Additionally, paired injections targeting area 25 or 14c and area 32 or 24b allowed us to compare projection profiles from the amygdala in the same hemisphere. Using immunohistochemical staining and Neurolucida slide tracing software (see Supplemental Methods), we created maps of the distribution of retrograde-labeled cells in the amygdala projecting to each injection site ([Fig.2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In all 9 injection pairs, we consistently found that the most concentrated population of retrogradely labeled cells was in the intermediate basal nucleus (Bi) and the magnocellular division of the accessory basal nucleus (ABmc). Remarkably, other amygdala subregions had relatively few labeled cells. There were occasional labeled cells in the lateral nucleus and the periamygdaloid cortex, but these findings were not consistent across cases. This pattern of concentrated cell labeling in the Bi and ABmc held true regardless of the rostrocaudal locations of injection pairs in the ACC (e.g. [Fig. 2*A* and *B*](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Another consistent observation was intermingling of labeled cells resulting from each retrograde injection pair in both Bi and ABmc.

![Regional-specific distribution of amygdala output neurons to the sgACC and pgACC*.* Maps of retrogradely labeled cells in the amygdala from paired neural tracer injections in Brodmann area 25 or 14c and area 32 or 24 were constructed. Left side of both case panels: sagittal plane diagram depicts all injections sites from our cases ([Fig. 1*B*](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) with lines indicating the specific locations of the paired injections (coronal slices underneath) for the case. Right side of both panels: coronal wireframe maps of traced cell locations are provided from rostral to caudal through the amygdala (see [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for anatomical reference). Black lines depict borders of amygdala subnuclei and tissue slice. Gray lines depict a variety of subcortical landmarks including the caudate, putamen, globus pallidus, and anterior commissure. (*A*) The locations of retrogradely labeled cells from injections in rostral area 25 (pink) and area 24 (dark orange) through the extent of the amygdala in case MFJ46. Note that almost all traced cells from both regions were confined to the Bi or the ABmc. (*B*) The locations of retrogradely labeled cells from injections in caudal area 25 (red) and area 32 (green) in case MFJ49. While more disperse than (*A*), the case in panel (*B*) shows the highest concentrations in the Bi and ABmc. Bi and ABmc nuclei labeled in 2B and 2E panels only to avoid figure crowding. Paired injections were made and analyzed within the same hemisphere.](bhz106f2){#f2}

Anterograde Confirmation of Bi Projections {#sec8}
------------------------------------------

To confirm that the Bi is a source for projections to the sgACC and pgACC, we examined anterograde projections of tracers placed exclusively in the Bi using sections from a previous data set ([@ref18]). In 2 male monkeys, injections restricted to the Bi ([Fig. 3*A*](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) showed many labeled fibers in areas 32, 24, 25, and 14c ([Fig. 3*B*--*D*](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), which terminated in superficial layers 2 and 3 as well as deep layer 5, consistent with previous findings ([@ref51]). In contrast, analysis of 4 injections in other basal nucleus subregions, 2 in the magnocellular division of the basal nucleus (Bmc) and 2 in the parvocellular division of the basal nucleus (Bpc), revealed fiber labeling mainly in orbital, insular, and lateral prefrontal cortex with lower densities of labeled fibers in the ACC. Bmc and Bpc injections that resulted in labeled fibers in any one of areas 32, 24, 25, or 14c did not express fiber labeling in the whole set of areas (data not shown).

![Anterograde fibers from intermediate basal nucleus project to Brodmann areas 32, 24, 25 (*A*) Top panel: visualization of amygdala subnuclei produced by acetylcholinesterase staining. Bottom panel: the injection site of neuronal tracer Lucifer yellow (LY) in the Bi. The black circle demarcates the localization of the injection. (*B*--*E*) Darkfield photomicrographs confirming projections from the Bi to areas 32 (*B*), 24b (*C*), 25 (*D*). (*B*) LY stained terminals present in Layer II (arrow; magnified in E1) of area 32. (*C*) LY staining superficial layers of area 24b (arrow; magnified in E2). (*D*) Terminals in superficial layers of area 25 (arrow; magnified in E3), which are mirrored in area 14c.](bhz106f3){#f3}

sgACC Receives More Amygdala Input Than pgACC {#sec9}
---------------------------------------------

We next investigated whether projections from the amygdala formed a rostrocaudal gradient in the ACC, by matching each injection site to an anterior--posterior level in a prototypical brain matched for species, age, and weight and correlating injection cell counts with anterior--posterior position. Retrogradely labeled cell counts were restricted to totals within the ROIs established as main sources (ABmc and Bi; [Fig.2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The total of labeled cells within the Bi and ABmc was significantly correlated with anterior--posterior position of the injection site (Slope = −7.3 cells/mm, *P* = 0.033, *R*^2^ = 0.221, df = 15), indicating that inputs from these nuclei decreased from caudal to rostral within the ACC ([Fig. 4*A*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}). Multiple regression analysis of caudo--rostral trends for the Bi and ABmc revealed that both sets of labeled cells decreased from caudal to rostral and did not significantly differ in the rate of decrease ([Fig. 4*B*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}; Slope = −3.7 cells/mm, *P* = 0.005, *R*^2^ = 0.199, df = 32; Nucleus of Origin n.s., *P* = 0.917; Interaction of Nucleus of Origin and AP coordinate n.s., *P* = 0.859). Inspection of the data indicates that the numbers of labeled cells steadily decreased based on caudal--rostral position of the injection site even within subregions ([Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}), indicating a true pattern of innervation rather than inadvertent variation due to injection size or tracer. To investigate areal differences in connectivity, the total quantities of retrogradely labeled cells in the Bi and ABmc from injections in the sgACC and pgACC were plotted and compared. The sgACC injections resulted in substantially more retrogradely labeled cells than pgACC injections. Although each injection site location resulted in proportionately more labeled cells in the Bi compared with the ABmc, the sgACC injections stood out by having a relatively greater proportion of labeled cells in the ABmc compared with pgACC injections ([Fig. 4*C*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}; pgACC: *n* = 8, 101 cells in Bi \[73.9%\], 36 cells in ABmc \[26.1%\]; sgACC: *n* = 9, 431 cells in Bi \[52.1%\], 396 cells in ABmc \[47.8%\]). This indicates differing contributions of the ABmc and Bi to the sgACC and pgACC, with sgACC receiving a greater contribution from the ABmc compared with the pgACC. To determine whether individual tracer properties influenced this finding, we examined the possibility of a correlation between tracer type and number of labeled cells across all injections and found none (ANOVA Cell Count × Tracer: *F* = 1.498, *P* = 0.262, df = 3).

![The subgenual anterior cingulate receives more input from the amygdala and a higher proportion of input from the ABmc. Injections sites were assigned coordinates according to their locations along the anterior--posterior axis in a standard brain matched for species, age, and weight. (*A*) Total labeled cells retrogradely labeled within the Bi and ABmc plotted in relation to the anterior--posterior position of the injection site. Sites are colored by their localization ([Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}). Overall inputs from the amygdala are increased caudally and decreased rostrally (*P* = 0.033, *R*^2^ = 0.221). The schematic in the upper right illustrates the rostrocaudal relationships between Brodmann areas. Areas 25 and 14c constituted the most caudal injection sites in our data set. (*B*) Inputs from both the Bi and ABmc increased caudally (*P* = 0.005, *R*^2^ = 0.199), and multiple regression revealed no differences in slope or total count between the two nuclei (Nucleus of Origin n.s., *P* = 0.875; Interaction of Nucleus of Origin and AP coordinate n.s., *P* = 0.766). (*C*) The total number of retrogradely labeled cells found in Bi and ABmc for all injections that were localized to the pgACC (*n* = 8, 101 cells in Bi \[73.9%\], 36 cells in ABmc \[26.1%\]) or sgACC (*n* = 9, 431 cells in Bi \[52.1%\], 396 cells in ABmc \[47.8%\]).](bhz106f4){#f4}

Collateral Projections from the Amygdala to pgACC and sgACC {#sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The intermingling of retrogradely labeled cells in both the ABmc and Bi from paired injections observed in [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} suggests the possibility of a population of cells that collaterally project to the pgACC and sgACC. Using fluorescence immunocytochemistry for cases with paired sgACC/pgACC injections, we analyzed both populations of retrogradely labeled cells in the same section, through the entire rostrocaudal extent of the amygdala. We first collected low magnification images of neighboring sections stained with acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and carefully demarcated Bi and ABmc boundaries ([Fig. 5*A*](#f5){ref-type="fig"}; Supplementary Methods). These measurements were then applied to adjacent fluorescently stained images, with careful alignment of landmarks ([Fig. 5*B*](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). A 20× tile scan was collected from each amygdala ROI (Bi and ABmc) for 2 channels of fluorescence excitation, each one corresponding to a single tracer from either the pgACC or sgACC ([Fig. 5*C*](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Each fluorescence channel was acquired independently, such that 2 tile scans were produced for each ROI with z plane acquisition through the full depth of the section. Cells were counted independently within each tile scan, and scans were overlaid to identify cells marked with tracers from the pgACC and sgACC ([Fig. 5*D*--*F*](#f5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Double fluorescence microscopy of the amygdala to identify collateral projections. (*A*) Neighboring acetylcholinesterase-stained sections were used to visualize amygdala subnuclei boundaries (boundaries marked in red). (*B*) ROIs created for analysis included the Bmc, Bi, and ABmc (translated from AChE in \[*A*\]; see [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for anatomical reference) and applied to neighboring fluorescent section. Any cell found in the Bmc was combined with Bi because a clear majority was at the junction of these two regions. (*C*) Representative example of a tile scan (in blue) for a single ROI, whereby a 20× acquisition through the z-plane of the slice was acquired for the entire ROI for each channel. Briefly, compiled tile scans for each ROI were produced for 2 fluorescence channels, 1 for the channel corresponding to the tracer from the pgACC and another, independently, for the sgACC tracer channel. (*D*--*F*) Immunofluorescent analysis of Fluoro-ruby (FR) (large white arrow, *D*; injected into area 24), Fluorescein (FS) (small white arrow, *E*; injected into area 25), and dual-labeled cells (double arrow head, *F*). Cells were first independently identified in each channel, and then the channels were combined (*F*) to identify cells that had taken up tracers from both the pgACC and sgACC. All cells identified as collateral projections (having taken up both tracers) were confirmed using depth scanning through the z plane to ensure that only a single cell was identified at a position.](bhz106f5){#f5}

We first analyzed the average proportion of labeled cells in the Bi ([Fig. 6*A* and *B*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) and ABmc ([Fig. 6*C* and *D*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) that resulted from all sgACC (area 25/14c) and pgACC (area 24b/32) injections. A significantly greater proportion of single-labeled cells in Bi were found following injections in area 25/14c (55.81%, [Fig. 6*A*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}; 61.38 mean cell count per injection, [Fig. 6*B*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) when compared with injections in area 24b/32 (35.11%; 38.62 mean cell count per injection). In addition, there was a subpopulation of double-labeled cells in the Bi projecting to both area 24b/32 and area 25/14c (9.08%, 9.98 mean cell count per injection, two-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons post hoc analysis, df = 30, *P* \< 0.0001). Similarly, a significantly greater proportion of single-labeled cells in ABmc were found following injections in area 25/14c (72.48%, 78.59 mean cell count per injection; [Fig. 6*C*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}), when compared with the injections in area 24b/32 (19.74%, 38.62 mean cell count per injection; [Fig. 6*D*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). There was a small proportion of double-labeled cells in the ABmc as well (7.78%, 8.4 mean cell count per injection, two-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons post hoc analysis, df = 30, *P* \< 0.0001).

![Analysis of projections from the Bi and ABmc to the pgACC and sgACC. Cell counts of tiles scans from [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} revealed proportions of cells from each amygdala sub-nuclei projecting to area 25/14c (sgACC), area 24b/32 (pgACC), or both regions. (*A*,*C*) The proportion of cells labeled with the tracer from area 25/14c, area 24b/32, or double labeled for both tracers in either Bi or ABmc across all cases. Pie charts represent proportions within the pool of all retrogradely labeled cells, across cases, found in the Bi or ABmc. (*B*,*D*) The mean number of cells counted in either Bi or ABmc for each injection identified as single labeled from area 25/14c (blue), single labeled from area 24b/32 (red), or double labeled from both areas (white). (*E*,*F*) Single-pathway analysis, whereby the proportion of single- and double-labeled projections from Bi or ABmc to area 25/14c were compared with those from Bi to area 24b/32. Raw cell counts: injections into area 24/32 = 114 (ABmc), 340 (Bi); injections into area 25/14 = 385 (ABmc), 611 (Bi); double labeled = 46 (ABmc), 83 (Bi). ^\*^*P* \< 0.05, ^\*\*\*^*P* \< 0.005, ^\*\*\*\*^*P* \< 0.0001.](bhz106f6){#f6}

We then compared the proportion of single- versus double-labeled neurons in terms of projection paths for the Bi ([Fig. 6*E*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) and ABmc ([Fig. 6*F*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). In the Bi, a similar percentage of single-labeled cells and double-labeled cells resulted after either area 25/14c or area 24b/32 injections ([Fig. 6*E*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}; area 25/14c: 86.01% single, 13.99% double; area 24b/32: 79.46% single, 20.54% double). This suggests that a similar proportion of "collateralized" versus "non-collateralized" neurons in the Bi influence the sgACC and pgACC. In contrast, in the ABmc, the proportion of single- and double-labeled cells in each path was different. Single-labeled cells versus double-labeled cells projecting to area 25/14c were 90.31% and 9.69%, respectively. In contrast, single-labeled cells versus double-labeled cells projecting to area 24b/32 were 71.74% and 28.26%, respectively. Therefore, collateral projections from the ABmc represented twice the proportion of total projections to the pgACC compared with the sgACC ([Fig. 6*F*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}; 28.26% vs. 9.69%). These results indicate a different proportion of neurons projecting from the ABmc are collateralized, depending on the projection target.

Discussion {#sec11}
==========

By using small focused injections, we have found that amygdala inputs to the sgACC and pgACC from the amygdala are surprisingly restricted in the macaque, deriving from the ABmc and Bi almost exclusively. Previous studies using relatively large anterograde injections into the primate amygdala established that the basal nucleus and ABmc project to the ACC ([@ref4]; [@ref7]; [@ref2]). Moreover, various studies with single retrograde injections into areas 14c, 25, 24, and 32 show labeled cells in Bi and ABmc ([@ref7]; [@ref15]; [@ref25]). Our utilization of multiple paired small volume injections in the areas 25/14c (sgACC) and 24/32 (pgACC) revealed that inputs from both the Bi and ABmc decrease progressively along the caudal--rostral plane of the ACC, a pattern that correlates with the general progression of laminar development in the cortex ([@ref21]; [@ref53]; [@ref81]). Previous studies have shown this projection trend qualitatively ([@ref4]; [@ref7]; [@ref15]), and we confirmed it quantitatively. Within this topography, the sgACC, relative to the pgACC, receives greater input from the Bi and ABmc overall and receives a relatively higher proportion of input from the ABmc ([Fig.7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, while both the ABmc and Bi project throughout the sgACC and pgACC, there is a shift in combined inputs across regions, with ABmc projections contributing relatively more input to the sgACC compared with the pgACC (see Discussion below).

![Analogous circuitry for fear acquisition and extinction between rodents and primates. In rodent models, connections between the basal nucleus (B, also referred to as the basolateral nucleus or BLA) and IL are thought to mediate fear extinction while basal to prelimbic (PL) connections mediate fear acquisition and retrieval (expression of fear). In the monkey, area 25/14c is thought to be homologous to the rodent IL and 24/32 to the rodent PL. Connections from the amygdala to these regions originate in both the monkey basal nucleus (B) and the ABmc, which both project to both areas 25/14c (sgACC) and 24/32 (pgACC). A subset of these neurons project collaterally to sgACC and pgACC. Line thickness in the "primate" panels denotes relative projection density from the AB or Bi as detailed in this report. This is the putative circuitry in the nonhuman primate that may parallel fear-learning circuitry in rodents. Findings denote both similarities and interesting differences to the current rodent model. 24: Brodmann area 24. 25: Brodmann area 25. AB: accessory basal nucleus of the amygdala. B: basal nucleus of the amygdala. IL: infralimbic cortex. LA: lateral nucleus of the amygdala. PL: prelimbic cortex.](bhz106f7){#f7}

Comparison with Rodent Studies {#sec12}
------------------------------

These findings agree with rodent studies in a general way, but important differences are noted. Most rodent models examining conditioned fear and extinction responses have focused almost exclusively on IL and PL connections with the BLA (homolog of the primate basal nucleus) (although see [@ref1]). IL and/or PL retrograde injections often result in homogeneously and densely distributed labeled cells through the entire BLA ([@ref43]; [@ref70]), leading to the impression of a nonspecific projection from the entire nucleus. Several studies however show more specific localization of BLA-labeled cells after IL injections, more in line with the present results in the macaque ([@ref31]; [@ref63]). Combined injections in the rodent IL and PL appear to result in labeled cells that are intermingled in the BLA ([@ref43]; [@ref70]). This aligns with the intermingling of sgACC and pgACC projection neurons in our study, although the combined projection was largely restricted to the Bi, and also importantly included the ABmc.

Adding the ABmc to Fear Circuitry {#sec13}
---------------------------------

The ABmc contained labeled cells following all injections in our study. While this region (the BMAp in most rodent studies) is often ignored in studies of fear conditioning and extinction, it projects strongly to the IL ([@ref29]; [@ref63]). In the nonhuman primate, ABmc projections have been generally thought to directly mirror basal nucleus projections ([@ref5]; [@ref69]). However, our quantification of ABmc and Bi projections reveals that the ABmc has a biased connection with the sgACC as evidenced by the fact that the ABmc sends relatively more projections to the sgACC than the pgACC ([Fig. 4*C*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). These trends were confirmed using 2 methods of histochemical staining and analysis in different sections ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, see Discussion below). This bias has also been noted in rats ([@ref57]; [@ref63]) (see Supplementary Discussion *On Homology between the Primate and Rodent Basal and Accessory Basal Nuclei)*.

While most rodent fear extinction studies focus on the role of the basal nucleus (or "BLA"), [@ref1]) found that optogenetic activation of the rodent AB (or basomedial/BMA) increased extinction memory strength. The participation of the rodent AB (BMA) in extinction learning may be due to its privileged connections with the IL and also its specific downstream efferents that differ from those of the basal nucleus ([@ref80]; [@ref82]). These functional findings in rodents, combined with data indicating a biased set of projections from the ABmc to the sgACC in monkey ([@ref4]; [Figs 4*C*](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [6*C*, *D*, and *F*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}), suggest a unique role for the ABmc in fear extinction and encourage investigation of human prefrontal connections with the AB in fear circuitry.

Are There Correlates of the Infralimbic and Prelimbic Cortices in Primates? {#sec14}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Primate area 25 and IL share various cytoarchitectural ([@ref11]; [@ref24]), connectional ([@ref8]; [@ref28]), and functional ([@ref58]; [@ref76]; [@ref14]; [@ref23]; [@ref73]) features, supporting homology between the 2 regions (see Supplementary Discussion). Macaque sgACC (areas 25 and 14c) is further distinguished from pgACC (areas 32 and 24) by relatively greater inputs from the amygdala overall. A higher proportion of ABmc inputs ([Figs 4*C*](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) mirrors findings in rodents ([@ref57]; [@ref63]) and provides more connectional evidence of homology with the IL. In cross-species studies using monkeys and humans to identify connectional "fingerprints" with resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging and diffusion-weighted tractography, the sgACC is easily distinguished from nearby regions by relatively stronger links with the ventral tegmental area, ventral striatum, and amygdala ([@ref52], [Fig. 2*E*](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

There is less agreement regarding the human correlate of the PL. Despite confusion in the nomenclature (see Supplementary Discussion) and Brodmann's specific use of "prelimbic" to avoid claims of homology between area 32 and PL ([@ref11]; [@ref24]; [@ref77]), there is some support for homologies between the rodent PL and the less differentiated portions of primate area 32, located more caudally and ventrally in the medial wall ([@ref77]). Our connectivity data align with this, as there is greater connectional similarity between more caudal and ventral aspects of the pgACC and rodent PL, consistent with established general trends ([@ref18]; [@ref9]). Caudal injections sites in area 32/24 (agranular and dysgranular regions) showed higher connectivity with amygdala, while injections in the rostral portion of area 32 and area 10 (granular regions) showed minimal connectivity with the amygdala ([Fig. 4*A* and *B*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). These results also correspond with human--monkey connectional "fingerprinting" studies, and their interpretation relies heavily on reward and conflict learning data in primates ([@ref52], [Figs 2*A*](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [3*C*](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively). In these studies, caudal pgACC seeds and networks correlate best with human and monkey studies of cost-benefit ("conflict") behavior. Furthermore, human studies of fear learning show that fear appraisal and expression also result in activations over the caudal pgACC as it encircles the corpus callosum ([@ref49]; [@ref23]). Our data indicate that these regions best correspond to the caudal, primitive regions in both areas 32 and 24 that receive relatively more amygdala input. Interestingly, area 32 as a whole is a prefrontal hub in primates ([@ref84]), with caudal area 32 connecting relatively more primitive cortical regions such as area 25, and more rostral area 32, which receives the least amygdala inputs, linking to the highly developed isocortex (e.g. dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, areas 9 and 46), the latter of which have no clear rodent counterparts ([@ref21]; [@ref53]; [@ref81]).

sgACC and pgACC Function {#sec15}
------------------------

The sgACC and pgACC are increasingly recognized to participate in diverse, overlapping networks ([@ref30]; [@ref35]; [@ref52]). Both areas are interconnected with the amygdala, specifically the basal and ABmc. Understanding the functions of sgACC, pgACC, and the amygdala is challenging, due to the interdependence of these regions and also their likely role in managing the timing, updating, and degree of motivated behaviors ([@ref55]; [@ref3]). In studying such complex behaviors, methods that substantially "drive" or ablate the sgACC or pgACC may obscure function. For example, lesions of sgACC in monkeys decrease the ability to sustain anticipation of future reward ([@ref65]). Oddly, overactivation of sgACC is also linked to loss of anticipation to reward, based on findings in individuals with major depressive disorder ([@ref22]; [@ref44]). Interventions such as deep brain stimulation of the white matter just beneath the sgACC in depressed individuals can reduce sgACC overactivity and restore motivation (presumably by regulating sgACC inflow or outflow) ([@ref45]). Consistent with this, overstimulation of the sgACC in monkeys also blunts anticipatory responses to reward cues ([@ref3]). This same overstimulation paradigm, however, results in increased arousal to threat; conversely, sgACC inhibition reduces arousal to threat ([@ref79]).

One interpretation of the above conflicting results is that "driving" the sgACC or ablating it obscures the possibility that it forms a dynamic "rheostat" for detecting and interpreting arousing or salient stimuli based on the animal's moment-to-moment comparisons. Furthermore, the "arousing" features of threat versus reward may also be a confounding factor. Ethologically, threats are frequently more arousing than rewards (for species survival). Thus, maximal activity of the sgACC might be expected to code "threat", whereas lesser activations permit detection of future reward and/or lowered threat along a continuum of experience. Thus, sgACC "hyperactivation" may bias the animal to threat anticipation, disallowing responses to reward anticipation (which would be irrelevant in the face of high threat).

The idea that sgACC activity is critical for fear extinction also appears at odds with the above primate work ([@ref79]; [@ref3]). Is this a true species difference or better explained by the sgACC's role in tracking arousal states ([@ref76]; [@ref73]; [@ref17]; [@ref70])? Extinction learning requires the animal to move from a highly aroused (threat) state, to a neutral one as it learns that a feared stimulus has lost its salience. Human studies elegantly demonstrate this dynamic, showing that skin conduction responses (and elevated sgACC activity) early in training (when the animal is most fearful) predict reduced amygdala activity by the end of training ([@ref58]; [@ref68]).

Key work in awake, behaving monkeys and humans indicates that the pgACC is also involved in flexibly interpreting unexpected cues, or "conflicting" cues, to guide ongoing behavior ([@ref75]; [@ref71]; [@ref6]; [@ref36]). A recent reversal-learning paradigm in awake, behaving monkeys highlights the dynamic nature of pgACC and amygdala interactions in learning about cues. Simultaneous recordings in monkey pgACC (area 24b) and amygdala (basal nucleus) showed that a "surprise" outcome is first detected by the amygdala, then coded in the pgACC (i.e. safer than expected or more aversive than expected), and fed-back to influence later-stage neuron firing in the amygdala neurons ([@ref33]). This suggests a feed-forward "teaching" loop through amygdala--pgACC--amygdala connections. A separate study that ablated the pgACC supports these results. Ablation of areas 32, 24a, and 24b blocked animals' ability to make use of a "surprise" cue in an appetitive reversal-learning task, suggesting that disconnection of feedback paths to the amygdala disrupts learning about "better than expected" or "worse than expected" cues to guide behavior ([@ref19]).

Implications of Collateral Projections {#sec16}
--------------------------------------

Our tracing results indicate that sgACC and pgACC function in primates likely depends on a precise balance of inputs from the ABmc and Bi to each area ([Fig.7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Further supporting the idea of an anatomic substrate for balancing sgACC and pgACC activity, there was a subset of amygdala projections to each region that was collateralized. Although recent models suggest that amygdala inputs to the IL and PL are segregated ([@ref70]), there are abundant examples of collateral long-range projections in the rodent ([@ref66]; [@ref62]; [@ref10]; [@ref27]; [@ref83]) and primate ([@ref64]) brain. In our primate study, which relied on traditional retrograde techniques, 7.8--9.1% of projections from the amygdala to the pgACC and sgACC were collateral projections to both regions. Our very small injections in widely separated cortical regions make this likely to be a significant underestimation. The area where there was uptake of tracer was limited and would have only labeled a portion of the axonal arbor in each region ([@ref64]). This is an inherent limitation when working in large brains with large terminal arborizations, such as the primate. We confirmed that AB projections are biased toward sgACC ([Fig. 6*D* and *F*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). We also found that within the smaller set of AB projections to the pgACC, a relatively larger portion of these are collateral projections (28% to pgACC vs. 10% to sgACC; [Fig. 6*F*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that information in the AB--sgACC path also influences the pgACC. These findings provide evidence that the AB connection is a unique aspect of amygdala--ACC connectivity and that some forms of regulation of both pgACC and sgACC may stem from this region.

Collateralization can promote synchronized neural activity across regions, thereby routing the transmission of relevant information to multiple network areas ([@ref16]; [@ref20]; [@ref32]). In rodents, synchronized activity between the ACC, amygdala, and hippocampus has been implicated in conditioned fear responses ([@ref39]). *In vivo* recordings of collateral projections from the ventral hippocampus to the ACC, amygdala, and nucleus accumbens revealed that single, double, and triple projections funneled behavior-specific activity to distinct targets ([@ref20]). In another study using *in vivo* and *ex vivo* optogenetics, ventral hippocampal collateral projections to the amygdala and ACC induced excitatory postsynaptic responses in both regions, with a greater response in the PL versus the IL ([@ref32]). Thus, collaterals from the hippocampus may specifically facilitate contextual fear responses by activating the PL more robustly than IL to generate a shift in the balance between the PL/IL functional pathways ([@ref61]; [@ref70]). Collateral projections from the amygdala to the IL and PL have not been studied to the same degree, but one question is whether collateral amygdala projections similarly fire to shift the balance between in fear learning and extinction.

Conclusion {#sec17}
==========

Our use of paired injections across the pgACC and sgACC allowed us to investigate the topography and collateral projections of amygdala inputs to a majority of the rostral ACC in nonhuman primates. We found a specific projection to areas 25, 14c, 32, and 24b originating mainly from the Bi and the ABmc. Projection neurons to the sgACC and pgACC were intermingled in each nuclear region. Both the Bi and ABmc project to the sgACC and pgACC but with important differences in the strength of the overall projection, its rostrocaudal topography, and the relative proportion of input from each subnucleus. Functionally, the relative strength of amygdala subcircuits to the sgACC and pgACC may support integrative information flow to guide ongoing learning. In further support of this idea, we found that a small but significant percentage (7.8--9.1%) of projections from the amygdala to the rostral anterior cingulate collaterally project to both the sgACC and pgACC. The specific circuitry connecting these structures in higher species is relevant to elucidating the human correlates of fear circuitry discovered in rodent models.
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